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Abstract: To reduce power dissipation of LSI drastically, it is very effective to lower supply 
voltage, for example from 5V to 3V or 3V to 1.5V, because power dissipation is proportional 
to the square of supply voltage. However, reduction of supply voltage results in the increase of 
propagation delay of the constituent gates. In case of PFD (Phase Frequency Detector) which 
is one of the components of PLL (Phase Locked Loop), increase of the propagation delay dete-
riorates its phase detecting characteristics and therefore pull-in characteristics of the PLL. One 
of the solutions to this problem is the construction of PFD with dynamic CMOS gates as we 
proposed in our earlier paper. In this paper, we propose a systematic and straightforward method 
to construct PFD with dynamic CMOS gates and clarify the effect of the dynamic structure on 
PFD and PLL performance. 
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 1. Introduction 

 Recently, power supply by battery has become 
important in many electronic equipments, especially 
in movable telecommunication equipments such as 
PHS, handy telephone system. For using the bat-
tery power supply, it is very important to reduce 

the power dissipation of the circuits and there-
fore to reduce the supply voltagel) . However, re-
ducing the supply voltage causes the reduction of 
drain current of the MOS transistor which is the 

charge/discharge current of the load capacitance 
such as the gate capacitance. Because of the reduc-
tion of charge/discharge current, the propagation 
delay of the gates increases. 

 In many electric equipments, especially with dig-

ital signal control, the performance are dependent 
on the operating frequency and the increase of the 

propagation delay limits the operating frequency. In 
the PLL used for retiming or clock recovery, the in-

crease of the propagation delay also affect its pull-in 
characteristics. PLL is mainly composed of PFD43) 

(or PC), VCO and LPF (Low Pass Filter). Among 
these components, PFD is most strongly influenced 
by the increments of the delay. 

 In this paper, we construct PFD with dynamic 
CMOS gates instead of conventional static CMOS 

gates. The dynamic CMOS gate') employed stores 
its information in the output capacitance (mainly
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succeeding gate capacitance and line capacitance) 
like in a DRAM. So it is called "dynamic". 

 Typically, Domino CMOS5)'6) with precharge/ 

evaluate control by clock has been used as a dy-
namic logic. However, for the asynchronous logic 
circuit like PFD, precharge/evaluate .control is not 
suitable and other dynamic CMOS gate is required 
as we proposed in our earlier paper7 '8 . However, 

clear and systematic construction method for the 
dynamic CMOS gates has not been established. In 
this paper, a new systematic construction method is 

proposed for the dynamic CMOS gate applicable to 
the asynchronous logic, and the evaluation results 

of the PFD and PLL at low voltage (VDD=3V) are 
shown. For evaluation, PSpice simulation is used. 

 2. Construction of PFD with dynamic 
    CMOS gates 

 2.1 Construction method 
 The asynchronous logic circuit has not been easy 

to construct with dynamic CMOS gates compared 
with conventional static CMOS gates. This is be-

cause clear construction method has not been es-
tablished. In this paper, the following construction 
method of dynamic CMOS gates is proposed. 

  procedure 1: 
 For basic dynamic CMOS gate, the logical rela-

tionship between inputs and output is extracted. 

  procedure 2: 
 To satisfy the logic equation of the circuit to be 

designed, the basic gates are combined according to 

the logical relationship extracted above.



  Fig.1 Example of dynamic CMOS gate 

Table 1 Truth table of the dynamic CMOS gate

 The procedure 1 is explained as follows. The cir-
cuit shown in Fig.1 is a dynamic CMOS gate with 
two inputs and an output. Now, if it is assumed that 

 Qn is the voltage of the output capacitance at the 
present state and Qn+1 is one at the next state, the 
relationship between inputs and output becomes as 
shown in Table 1. In this table, "0" corresponds 
to "low" or "GND" , "1" corresponds to "high" or 
"VDD" , and "X" correspond to "don't care". As 
shown in the table, when input A is "1" and input 
B is "0" , charging/discharging current path of out-

put capacitance is cut off and then the output at the 
present state becomes the output at the next one. 
Using this table, the logic equation of this gate is 
obtained as follows. 

Q„+1 = A + B • Qn(1) 

This logic equation is valid except for inadequate 
charged/discharged condition in transition or long 

pulse period where charge leakage occurs. 
  In the procedure 2, we extract the logic equation 

of the circuit to be designed at first. And next, 
according to the equation, we combine the basic 
dynamic CMOS gates and the logic equation. In 

general, it is easy to implement logic equation with 
static CMOS gates and therefore in this process, it 

is better to find the static CMOS gates correspond-
ing to the logic equation and to transform the static 
CMOS gates to dynamic CMOS gates. For exam-

ple, the static CMOS gate shown in Fig.2 is the 
RS-NAND Flip/Flop which is widely used to im-

plement many kinds of Flip/Flops. Now, extracting 
the logic equations of this Flip/Flop, the following 
two equations are obtained

Fig.2 RS-NAND Flip/Flop

Fig.3 PFD circuit

Qln+1 = A . B • Q1n = A + B ' Qln (2) 

Q2n+1 = B A . Q2n = B + A . Q2n (3) 

 These logic equations resemble the equation 1. 
Transforming the static CMOS Flip/Flop shown in 
Fig.2 making use of such correspondence between 
equation 1 and 2, it is easy to implement the circuit 
with dynamic CMOS gates. Of course, the basic 
dynamic CMOS gate can not always find a part 
of static CMOS gates to replace directly and the 
simple transformation is not effected. And in im-
plementing, we have to take care not to deteriorate 
the advantages of dynamic circuit. 

 2.2 Implementation of PFD 
 Figure 3 shows the PFD composed of DFFs (De-

lay Flip/Flops). This is the circuit to detect phase 
error or frequency error between input signal and 
VCO output in PLL. In this circuit, the pulse width 
difference of the two outputs(Tup and Tdown) cor-
responds to the phase error. In this type PFD, the 

performance of the PFD is directly influenced by 
DFF. So it is most effective to improve the perfor-
mance of the DFF. Now, according to the method 
mentioned in Section 2.1, we implement this DFF 
with the dynamic CMOS gates. In this DFF, "D" is 
constantly "high" and "Q" is not used, so it is able 

to regard this circuit as the Flip/Flop with two in-

puts (Input and Reset) and an output (Q). In Fig.4,



    Fig.4 Implementation with static CMOS gate 

Flip/Flops implemented with static CMOS gates by 

two kind of logic equation are shown. In this figure, 
Flip/Flop (A) is constructed with only NOT and 

NAND ,and in the Flip/Flop (B), 3 inputs NAND 
is used in addition to NAND and NOT. For these 
circuits, following logic equations are derived.

Fig.5 Implementation with dynamic CMOS gate

F/F(A)  : 

 Q1n+i = Reset • Input • Qln 
     = Reset • (Input + Qin)(4) 

Q2n+1 = Qln+1 • Input • Q2n 
     = Q1n+1 + Input • Q2n(5) 

F/F(B) : 

Qln+1 = Input • Reset • Q1n 
     = Input + Reset • Q1n(6) 

Q2n+i = Reset . Q1n+1 • Input • Q2n 
      = Reset + Qln+i + Input • Q2n(7)

 In these equations, symbols ( Q1, Q2, input, 
Reset) correspond to those of Fig.4 and the symbol 
"n" represent the present state . In both equations 

of F/F(A) and F/F(B), substituting the equation 
for Qln+i to the equation for Q2n+i, the following 
same logic equation is derived. 

Q2n+1 = Reset + Input • Qln + Input • Q2n (8) 

Next, transforming the static CMOS gate to the dy-
namic one according to these equations, the circuits 
shown in Fig.5 are derived. In this transforma-

tion, the correspondences shown in Fig.6 are used. 
With these derived dynamic CMOS Flip/Flops and

 Fig.6 Correspondence between dynamic static CMOS 

       gates and dynamic CMOS gates 

a NAND gate, the dynamic CMOS PFD is imple-

mented. 

 3. Evaluation by PSpice simulation 

 3.1 Evaluation of the Flip/Flop 
 To improve the performance, Flip/Flop has been 

implemented with the dynamic CMOS gates as de-
scribed in Section 2. In this section, the effect of 
dynamic structure is evaluated by PSpice simula-
tion. 
 Table 2 and Figure 7 show the simulation re-

sults on the Flip/Flops shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 
In this simulation, supply voltage VDD is 3[V] and 
0.8[Am] CMOS model is used. Symbols (A), (B) in 
the table and the figure correspond to the Flip/Flop 
(A) and (B) in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

 In Table 2, the result mainly shows the delay 
characteristics of the output pulse. As shown in 
the table, comparing the static type (A) and dy-
namic type (B), both propagation delay and mini-
mum limit of input and Reset pulse width become



Table 2 Characteristics of the parts circuit

 tpdr  : rise propagation delay 

tpdf : fall propagation delay 

minp : minimum Input pulse width 

mres : minimum Reset pulse width

Fig.7 Power characteristics of the Flip/Flops

about half by dynamic structure. This improvement 
is dependent on the reduction of signal path length 
from input to output by dynamic structure. Con-
sidering the static type (B) and dynamic type (A), 
unbalance of propagation delays of rising and falling 
occurs. These are the case of somewhat reduced im-
provement, but roughly the performance of delay is 
improved by two times in dynamic structure. 

 On the other hand, Fig.7 shows the power dissi-
pation characteristics. In this figure, X axis shows 
the operating frequency and Y axis shows the power 
dissipation. As shown in the figure, the power of dy-
namic Flip/Flop is about half of the static one at 
the same operating conditions. This improvement 
is achieved by the reduction of nodes with the load 
capacitance to be charged/discharged. From these 
results, the performance of the Flip/Flop can be 
improved about twice by dynamic structure. 

 In the static type (B) and dynamic type (A), 
there is the big unbalance of propagation delay and 
this kind of big unbalance deteriorates the phase 
detecting characteristics of the PFD. So static type 
(A) is used to implement the static type PFD and 
dynamic type (B) is used to implement the dynamic 
type PFD. 

 Considering this result, it must be also taken care 
of the following point. Among these F/Fs, the bet-
ter type in the static is not always better type in the

Table 3 Rough estimation of the F/Fs

dynamic and therefore it is necessary to check the 
power and the propagation delay whether the imple-
mented circuit is better one. To evaluate propaga-
tion delay and power dissipation relatively, there is a 
simple way as follows. For propagation delay, mea-
suring the signal path delay in unit of an inverter 
delay, relative propagation delay can be compared. 
For power dissipation, the number of output node 
normalized by unit gate corresponds to the rela-
tive power dissipation. For example, evaluating the 
propagation delay and the number of output node of 
the F/Fs implemented in Section 2, the result shown 
in Table 3 is derived. In evaluating the delay, the 
delay of each gates are assumed as follows. These 
assumptions are dependent on the layout pattern. 
In the static CMOS gates, the rise propagation de-
lay of NOT, NAND and 3 Input NAND are all 1 
unit, and the fall propagation delay of NOT and 
NAND are 1 unit and that of 3 Input NAND is 2 
unit respectively. In the dynamic CMOS gates, the 
propagation delay is 1 unit in case of the number of 
pass gate for charging/discharging is one or two, and 
the propagation delay is 2 unit in case of the number 
of the pass gate is three. Comparing Table 2 and 
Table 3, the estimation result roughly correspond 
with the PSpice simulation result. Of course, these 
values are rough estimation and strictly, it is nec-
essary to consider the effect of fan-in, fan-out and 
line capacitance for delay and the effective charg-
ing/discharging times (switching probability) and 
load capacitance of output node and direct current 
flow in state transition for power9> . 

 3.2 Evaluation of the PFD 
 The Implemented PFD detects the phase error 

between input signal and VCO output and then de-
tected phase error is transformed into current by 
CP(charge Pump)5). In this type PFD, average CP 
output is proportional to the phase error. Figure 
8 shows the phase detecting characteristics of the 
implemented PFD at 125MHz operation. In these 
figures, (a) shows the result of static CMOS type



Fig.9 Block diagram of the PLL

Fig.8 Phase detecting characteristics of the PFD

PFD and (b) shows the result of the dynamic type 
PFD and X axis shows the phase error[rad] and Y 
axis shows the average CP output  current[p,A]. As 
shown in the figures, both PFDs have linear phase 

detecting characteristics. From this result, it is con-
firmed that the Flip/Flop implemented with dy-
namic CMOS gates performs properly in the PFD. 
At the low operating frequency such as 125MHz , 
the phase detecting characteristics does not show 

the influence of the delay. However, at high oper-
ating frequency, the propagation delay deteriorates 
the linearity of the characteristics or causes the mis-
detection of phase error. In the PLL, the deterio-
ration of the phase detecting characteristics deteri-

orates the pull-in characteristics. 

 3.3 Evaluation of the PLL 
 In this section, performance of the PLL is evalu-

ated. In this simulation, supply voltage is 3[V] and 
0.8[,um] CMOS is used. Figure 9 shows the block 
diagram of the PLL. This PLL consists of PFD, CP, 
LPF and VCO. Among these components, PFD is 
only implemented by both static CMOS and dy-
namic CMOS to evaluate the effect of dynamic 
structure in the PFD. 

 Figure 10 shows the power and pull-in char-
acteristics of PLL. In this figure, X axis is pull-
in frequency, Y axis is the power dissipation af-
ter pull-in, the solid line shows the result of the 
PLL with dynamic PFD and the broken line is the

Fig.10 Power to frequency characteristics of the PLL 

result of the PLL with static PFD. As shown in 

the figure, the pull-in range of the PLL is about 
145MHz (225MHz-80MHz) with dynamic one and 
about 85MHz (165MHz-80MHz) with static one. 
And about the power dissipation, the dynamic one 

is about 80% of the static one at the same oper-
ating frequency. From these results, pull-in range 
is improved about 70% by reduction of propagation 
delay and the power dissipation is reduced about 
20% by the reduction of the power dissipation of 

the Flip/Flops. 
 Well, if pull-in range of the static one is improved 

to the same range of the dynamic one, the static one 
will need about 5[V] as the supply voltage. Then, 
comparing the power dissipation, the dynamic one 

is about 30% of the static one at the same operating 

frequency. In other words, by dynamic structure, it 

is possible to reduce the supply voltage without de-

teriorating the performance achieved in static one. 

 4. Conclusion 

 In this paper, to reduce the propagation delay 

for low supply voltage and therefore at low power 

dissipation, we constructed the PFD with dynamic 

CMOS gates. To construct the circuit easily, a sys-

tematic and straightforward construction method



has been proposed. 
 By PSpice simulation, it has been confirmed that 

the component of PFD implemented according to 

proposed method has better performance compared 
with static CMOS one and the proposed method is 
effective in implementation. In this study, as an ex-
ample, we implemented the F/F circuit of PFD, but 
it is possible to apply this method widely to other 
logic circuits. 

 From the results of evaluation about PLL, it has 
been confirmed that the supply voltage is able to be 
reduced by dynamic structure without deteriorating 
the performance achievable by static structure and 
that the construction with dynamic CMOS gates is 

effective for the reduction of supply voltage. 
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